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CordJacket™

CordJacket is a highly functional and 
aesthetically appealing cord manager.

All cabling easily inserts into a specially designed conduit that 
also keeps the form of the sleeve. The conduit and form is created 
through a proprietary configuration of semi-rigid bands inset into 
the inner liner. The sleeve wraps around the cabling and is closed 
with a zipper. Because of this pre-shaped flexible form, felt sleeve 
and zipper, it is easy to route, and to add and remove cables.



Above: The symmetrical (non-handed) design allows multiple configurations.
CordJacket accommodates height adjustable tables up to 50” high as well

as reduced height for benching applications as shown here on UpSide Benching.

Below: The design manages power and data cable routing from floor to under-surface on
both height adjustable and fixed workstations. The semi-rigid flexible conduit houses

up to three power cords, USB/Data cable and manages the cables along a defined path.
A two-way zipper makes adding and removing cables quick and easy.



CordJacket™ Materials & Specifications

Design by Bill Eberhardt

Red
(inside liner)

Natural Grey
with Red Stitching

Black
with Red Stitching

Designed, Developed and Manufactured in North America. All material and 
major components sourced within 500 miles of the factory in North America.
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WOOL FELT COLORS

BASE PLATE ASSEMBLY

METAL BASE PLATE COLORS

DIMENSIONS

Height Adjustable 
Vertical Manager
3”W x 55”L 

Benching Height Adjustable 
Vertical Manager
3”W x 32”L

Fixed Height 
Vertical Manager
3”W x 36”L

White Grey Black

Both the exterior jacket and interior liner are 
constructed of 100% wool content. Wool is a 
natural, renewable resource that can be recycled 
at end-of-life and is flame resistant.


